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Abstract
We define persistent homology groups over any set of spaces which have inclusions defined so that
the underlying graph between the spaces is directed and acyclic. This method simultaneously generalizes
standard persistent homology, zigzag persistence and multidimensional persistence to arbitrary directed
acyclic graphs, and it also allows the study of arbitrary families of topological spaces or point-cloud data.
We give an algorithm to compute the persistent homology groups simultaneously for all subgraphs which
contain a single source and a single sink in O(n4) time, as well as an algorithm to compute persistence for
any arbitrary subgraph in the same running time. We then demonstrate as an application of these tools
a method to overlay two distinct filtrations of the same underlying space, which allows us to calculate
significant barcodes using considerably fewer points than standard persistence.
1 Introduction
Since its introduction in [12], the concept of topological persistence has become one of the most utilized tools
in computational geometry. It has found numerous applications in diverse areas such as surface reconstruc-
tion, sensor networks, bioinformatics, and cosmology.
In this paper, we give a generalization of persistence to spaces where the underlying inclusions form a
directed acyclic graph. This simultaneously generalizes both zigzag and multidimensional persistence, which
can be viewed as special cases of these underlying graphs on the maps between the spaces.
We then give algorithms to compute the persistent homology for DAGS in various settings. Our algo-
rithms are analyzed in terms of e and v, which are the number of edges and vertices in the directed acyclic
graph G, as well as l, the longest directed path in G. (We will in general let n = v + e in our algorithm
analysis for simplicity.) In Section 3, we give an O(n4) algorithm for computing persistent homology over a
finite field when the underlying DAG has only a single source. In Section 4, we give an algorithm to calculate
the homology of a fixed graph in O(n4) time; this procedure is based on Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization,
and hence only works over rational coefficients. In addition, we give an algorithm in Section 5 for computing
the persistent homology of a DAG over a finite field in O(n5) time.
Potential applications of this are extensive, including any spaces where inclusions are more general than
previous settings. We present two such applications in Section 6. The first uses multiple samples of the same
space to accurately find significant topological features with far fewer sample points than other methods
require. The second application uses DAG persistence to measure the similarity between two spaces.
1.1 Background and related work
For completeness, we briefly survey some results from persistent homology with an emphasis on tools and
techniques used in this paper, although a full coverage is beyond the scope of this paper. See any of the recent
books or surveys on topological persistence for full coverage of this broad topic and its applications [10, 11,
13, 21].
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The original algorithm for computing persistent homology [12] was quickly followed by more work on
efficiently computing these groups in several different settings [22] as well as showing desirable properties
such as stability under certain assumptions [7] and accurate reconstruction in the presence of noise [6].
In the course of adding elements to the space, homology classes are “born” and “die” at a certain time.
This data can be summarized in a barcode, which shows the intervals over which the homology classes
endure [5]. An equivalent representation is a persistence diagram that plots the birth and death times on a
coordinate plane [7]. The use of barcodes is of particular interest to us, as it relates to our application in
Section 6. Through computation of barcodes, one can capture a representation of a topological feature by
an interval that represents how long this interval survives in our filtration; at a high level, more important
topological features will persist longer in a filtration and will therefore have longer intervals.
Several extensions to topological persistence have appeared, most notably zigzag persistence [2] and
multidimensional persistence [4]. In each case, these generalize the simple inclusions from the main algorithm
to more general setups.
Zigzag persistence considers spaces with maps of the form X1 ↔ X2 ↔ . . . ↔ Xn, where the maps can
go in either direction. These maps between the spaces induce maps between chain complexes which pass to
homology as homomorphisms H(X1)↔ H(X2)↔ . . .↔ H(Xn); this is known as a zigzag module. Recent
work in this setting includes an algorithm which examines the order of the necessary matrix multiplications
quite carefully and is able to get a running time for sequence of n simplex deletions or additions which is
dominated by the time to multiply two n× n matrices [17].
Multidimensional persistence extends standard persistence to work not just along a single dimension, but
rather on maps between spaces which are parameterized with respect to multiple dimensions [4]. While no
analog to the barcode exists in this setting to capture all topological information, the rank invariant is a
natural extension of the barcode which captures relevant topological information in many settings.
2 Definition
We recall some relevant definitions and background before presenting our definition of persistent homology
over directed acyclic graphs. For a full presentation of homology groups see any introductory text in algebraic
topology [14, 18].
For a simplicial complex X and an abelian group A, the k-chains Ck(X) is the space of formal linear
combinations of the k-simplices of X where the coefficients are in A. ∂k : Ck(X) → Ck−1 is a linear map
that calculates the boundary of a chain. The cycle group Zk(X) = {c ∈ Ck(X) | ∂k(c) = 0} = ker(∂k) and
the boundary group Bk(X) = {c ∈ Ck(X)| ∃d ∈ Ck+1(X) with ∂k+1d = c} = im(∂k+1). The homology
group is defined as Hk(X) = Zk(X)/Bk(X). Note that if A is a field then Ck(X), Zk(X), Bk(X) and Hk(X)
are all vector spaces.
Given a filtration X0 ⊂ X1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Xn, the persistent homology group Hpk (Xi) can defined in multiple
ways. Traditionally, it is defined as Zk(Xi)/Bk(Xi+1) ∩Zk(Xi+p) and can be viewed as a quotient group of
Hk(Xi+p). An equivalent definition is H
p
k (Xi) = im(i∗), where i∗ : Hk(Xi)→ Hk(Xi+p) is the map induced
by the inclusion i : Xi → Xi+p. So Hpk (Xi) can also be thought of as a subgroup of H(Xi+p).
When viewed from the perspective of zigzag persistence and the use of the zigzag module, the persistence
group for some interval can be thought as the subgroups which are common to all of the the homology
groups. This motivates the definition of persistence for arbitrary directed graphs. The main restriction on
this graph is that it must be acyclic, which is a natural for any graph which represents a set of inclusions.
Definition 2.1. For a directed acyclic graph G = (V,E), a graph filtration XG of a topological space X is
a pair ({Xv}v∈V , {fe}e∈E) such that
1. Xv ⊂ X for all v ∈ V
2. If e = (v1, v2) ∈ E then fe : Xv1 → Xv2 is continuous embedding (or inclusion) of Xv1 into Xv2 .
Given a graph filtration there is a corresponding directed graphs of homology groups, where each edge
corresponds to the map induced by inclusion (fe)∗ : Hk(Xv1)→ Hk(Xv2), see Figure 1.
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X1 //
!!
X5
X3 //
!!
X6
X2
==
// X4
==
// Xk
Hk(X1) //
&&
Hk(X5)
Hk(X3) //
&&
Hk(X6)
Hk(X2)
88
// Hk(X4)
88
// Hk(X7)
Figure 1: A graph filtration and the induced directed graph of homology groups.
Hk(X1) //
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Hk(X5)
P
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//
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Hk(X3) //
&&
Hk(X6)
Hk(X2)
88
// Hk(X4)
88
// Hk(X7)
Figure 2: Persistence is defined as the “largest” group that injects into every homology group making the
diagram commute.
We will define persistent homology groups for any connected subgraph of G as the “largest” group that
injects into all of the homology groups at the vertices such that the image group is preserved by all of the
edges, see figure 2. To make this definition precise, we will assume that the coefficients for our homology
groups are from some field F. Throughout this paper, we will assume that Hk(X) means Hk(X;F) (unless
explicitly stated otherwise, as in Section 4); this ensures that all of the homology groups are vector spaces
over F. In this setting, we can consider one to be “larger” than another if it has larger rank or dimension.
See Figure 2 for an example diagram.
Definition 2.2. Given a graph filtration XG and a connected subgraph G′ ⊂ G, the G′-persistent homology
group, HG
′
k (XG), is the largest rank vector space P equipped with linear injections iv : P → Hk(Xv) for all
v ∈ G′ such that fe ◦ iu = iv for all edges e = (u, v) ∈ G′. In other words, the graph of homology groups
along with the inclusions of P form a commutative diagram.
Note that HG
′
k (XG) always exist if the homology groups are finitely generated and are unique up to
isomorphism. The maps, however, are not necessarily unique. In Section 2.4, we connect this definition
to persistence to known models and prove that it generalizes standard persistence, zigzag persistence and
multidimensional persistence.
2.1 Flow graph view
There is also an equivalent and quite interesting view of the structure of the persistent homology group over
G′, where G′ is again a subgraph of the directed acyclic graph G. In the definition of HG
′
k (XG), we assumed
that there are maps iv for every vertex of G. However, since the diagram commutes, we only need to define
these injections from P to the source vertices of G′, and we can then use the edge homomorphisms from G′
to construct the remainder of the homomorphisms from P to any vertex in G′.
We note that in the setting, all of the composite maps will also be injective. Also, since P injects in
each of the sink vertices, we can define maps from the homology groups at these sinks to P, such that the
composite map P → Hk(Xv)→ P is the identity.
In essence, this means that for any subgraph G′, the relevant information can be captured by collapsing
G′ to a directed bipartite graph, where one independent set consists of the sources in G′ and the other is the
sinks. The choice of edge homomorphisms from a source to a sink in G′ is irrelevant due to the commutativity
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Hk(X1) //
%%
Hk(X5)
##
V
;;
##
Hk(X3) //
%%
Hk(X6) // W
Hk(X2)
99
// Hk(X4)
99
// Hk(X7)
;;
Hk(X1) //
%%
""
Hk(X5)
##
V
;;
##
Hk(X6) // W
Hk(X2) //
99
Hk(X7)
;;
Figure 3: Persistence can also be defined in terms of these flow graphs as the maximal dimension of the
image of the composite map V →W .
of the diagram, and therefore we can replace G′ with a much simpler conceptual picture. (See Figure 3 for
an example.)
This allows an alternate view of this computation of P . Consider collapsing an arbitrary path from each
source to each sink of G′ into a single edge which is the composition of that path; this results in a bipartite
graph H between the sources and sinks of G′. Now in order to compute P in this reduced graph H, we can
view this as a flow computation: we place P as a “source” and a “sink” and turn H into a bipartite flow
network where the goal is to maximize the rank of P such that the induced homomorphism from each edge
in H is a injection and the composite math from P to P through any edge is the identity.
2.2 Persistence module
A graph of vector spaces of a fixed directed acyclic graph G form a module structure. For standard persistence
this is the same as the persistence module [5] and also coincides with the zigzag module [2].
Definition 2.3. For a directed acyclic graph G = (V,E), a commutativeG-module is the pair ({Wv}v∈V , {fe}e∈E)
where Vv is a vector space and for any edge e = (v, w), fe : Wv → Ww is a linear map with the condition
that the resulting diagram is commutative.
This definition provides the framework for discussing the persistence module for a graph that extends
the definition for the zigzag persistence module.
Definition 2.4. The persistence module for XG, PHk(XG), is the commutative G-module formed from the
graph of homology groups.
The theory for G-modules is very similar to the zigzag persistence module. Given a G-module W =
({Wv}, {fe}, a G-module V = ({Vv}, {ge}) is a submodule if Vv ⊂ Wv for all v and fe|Vv = ge. Similarly,
given two commutative G-modules V = ({Vv}, {fe}) and W = ({Wv}, {ge}), we can define their connected
sum V ⊕W as ({Vv⊕Wv}, {fe⊕ ge}). A commutative G-module is said to be indecomposable if it cannot be
written as a non-trivial connected sum. Any commutative G-module, V, can be written as V = V1⊕· · ·⊕Vn,
where each V is indecomposable. For a connected subgraph G′ of G, we will define the commutative G-
module FG′ as the module with a copy of F at each vertex of G′; we will put the identity map on each edge
of G′ and make every other map trivial. We will call this module elementary.
In representation theory, a directed graph is known as a quiver [8] and a representation of that quiver
is an assignment of vector spaces to each vertex and a linear map for each edge. The study of quivers
provides the underlying theory for the zigzag persistence module. If we add the conditions that the quiver
representation must be a commutative diagram, then we get a quiver with relations. Every finite dimensional
algebra occurs as a quiver with relations. The following theorem allows us to decompose our persistence
modules.
Theorem 2.5 (Krull-Remak-Schmidt Theorem for Finite-Dimensional Algebras [15]). The decomposition
of a commutative G-module is unique up to isomorphism and permutation of the summands.
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Figure 4: (a) The persistence module for the graph G is not finite-type. (b,c) The persistence module for
these four curves in a punctured sphere is indecomposable.
In the case of zigzag persistence the relevant indecomposable modules are always elementary. This is
implied by Gabriel’s theorem [8] which provides an enumeration of indecomposable modules for particular
graph types. Figure 4 gives an example of an indecomposable module that is not elementary. The example
consists of a sphere with four punctures, and the inclusion of each of the four boundary components. Unfor-
tunately, the existence of such examples tells us that there is no simple “barcode” representation for DAG
persistence. In Section 2.3, we will generalize barcodes for our context.
In some special cases, irreducible submodules can be shown to be elementary. In particular, certain
submodules carried by subgraphs with a single source and a single sink are elementary. And in practice,
many other relevant submodules are also elementary.
Lemma 2.6. If M is an irreducible module of PHk(XG) carried by a single-source single-sink subgraph G
with HG
′
k (XG) 6= 0 then M ∼= FG.
Proof. Consider x 6= 0 in HG′k (XG). We can think of x as an element of Wv for every vertex v of G. Consider
an edge e from vertex u to v, and choose bases y1, . . . , yk and z1, . . . , zl for the vector spaces Wu and Wv,
respectively. Without loss of generality, assume that y1 and z1 both represent the element x. Let g : Wv →Wt
be the composition of the maps from Wv to the sink vertex t. Note that g(yi) = αix + bi where each bi is
in the span of the basis vectors of Wt other than x. Define a new basis for Wv as x, y2 − α2x, . . . , yk − αkx.
Observe that in this new basis the only non-zero entry in the first row and column of fe is a 1 in the upper
left hand corner. This process can be repeated for each vertex. This allows the decomposition of the module
unless there is only a single bases element for each of the Wv. Since M is irreducible, this implies that all of
the vector spaces are generated by x and all of the maps are the identity. Thus M ∼= FG.
2.3 Annotated barcodes
The annotated barcode for an elementary submodule is just the subgraph carrying that submodule. More
generally, we will define the barcode for an irreducible submodule to be the subgraph where the submodule
is non-trivial annotated by the dimension of the submodule. The dimension of a module is defined as∑
v∈V
dimWv −
∑
e∈E
rankfe
In the case of standard or zigzag persistence, this is equivalent to the traditional definition of a barcode.
However, for general DAGs this is not a complete invariant. For a non-elementary submodule, the subgraph
and dimension do not completely determine the submodule. For example, in Figure 4 the annotated barcode
would be the entire graph annotated with the dimension of the submodule which is 3.
2.4 Relationship with other models of persistence
We saw in Section 2 the definition for standard persistence. Multidimensional persistence can also be defined
in terms of the image of a map. Consider a multifiltration, or d-dimensional grid of spaces equipped with a
partial ordering on vertices, where u = (u1, . . . , ud) ≤ v = (v1, . . . , vd) if and only if ui ≤ vi for all i.
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Xx // · · · // Xv
...
OO
...
OO
Xu //
OO
· · · // Xy
OO
The rank invariant, ρX,k(u, v), is defined as the dimension of the image of the induced map Hk(Xu) →
Hk(Xv) [2]. Since the diagram commutes, this map can be found following any path from u to v in the graph.
Zigzag persistence is defined in terms of the zigzag module. The definition of a commutative G-module and
a τ -module for zigzag persistence are identical for a zigzag graph. The following proposition specifies how
DAG persistence generalizes these three notions of persistence.
Proposition 2.7. Suppose XG is a graph filtration of X. Then:
1. (Standard persistence) If G is a the graph corresponding to the filtration X0 → X1 → · · · → Xn and
Ii,p is the subgraph consisting of vertices {Xi, . . . , Xi+p} then HIi,pk (XG) ∼= Hpk (Xi). Furthermore,
PHk(XG) coincides with the persistence module.
2. (Zigzag persistence) If G is the graph for zigzag persistence X = X0 ↔ X1 ↔ · · · ↔ Xn where each
arrow could go in either direction then Hk(X) ∼= PHk(XG).
3. (Multidimensional persistence) If X = {Xv}v∈{0,...,m}d is a multifiltration with underlying graph G.
If Gu,v is the subgraph with vertices {w ∈ G | u ≤ w ≤ v} then the rank invariant ρX,k(u, v) =
dimH
Gu,v
k (XG).
Proof. First consider standard persistence and the relevant portion of the filtration of the homology groups:
Hk(Xi) → · · · → Hk(Xi+p) and let i∗ : Hk(Xi) → Hk(Xi+p) be the composition of the maps. Since
Hpk (Xi) = im(i∗) is a subgroup of Hk(Xi+p) there is a natural inclusion g : H
p
k (Xi) → Hk(Xi+p). Since i∗
surjects on the persistence group there exists an injection. f : Hpk (Xi)→ Hk(Xi) such that i∗ ◦ f = g. This
shows us that H
Ii,p
k (XG) is at least as large as Hpk (Xi). And it cannot be larger since any map in Hk(Xi)
that realizes persistence must have its image in im(i∗) which is equal to H
p
k (Xi).
The proof for multidimensional persistence is almost identical as the one for standard persistence since
the rank invariant is defined as the rank of the image of any path from Hk(Xu) to Hk(Xv). Note that for
zigzag persistence on a graph, the definition of a commutative G-module coincides with the definition of the
zigzag module, so the statement follows immediately.
2.5 An example
In Figure 5 we see an example of a set of spaces with inclusions that form a directed acyclic graph. At the
top level is a genus two surface; the directed arrows indicate the inclusion maps in our directed acyclic graph,
down to our two source vertices in the graph which include one space with two disjoint annuli and one space
that is a disk with three boundaries. The graph forms a poset that demonstrates the non-trivial intersections
and unions of the three surfaces. In Figure 5, middle, we see the persistence module for the entire space, and
on the left are diagrams showing the indecomposable summands of the module. Notice that each of these
submodules is elementary yielding barcodes without annotation. From these indecomposables it is possible
to read off the persistence for any subgraph G′ by counting how many of the elementary modules have G′
as a subgraph.
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Figure 5: (a) A genus two surface that is the union of three subsurfaces (X, Y and Z), (b) its persistence
module PH1(XG), (c) the indecomposable summands of the persistence module . and (d) the annotated
barcodes for this example.
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3 Single Source-Single Sink Subgraphs
In this section, we consider XG where G is a directed acyclic graph with a single source vertex s. To limit
the number of cells which fe can introduce (where e = (u, v) ∈ G), we assume that each inclusion fe adds
a single cell to the underlying space. As a result, we will also assume that the space Xs will consist of the
empty set. This assumption is both standard in most persistence algorithms [17, 22] and quite natural given
that we can decompose any inclusion map into a series of inclusions of one simplex at a time.
First, note if we consider a single source-single sink subgraph, it suffices to take any directed path
between them in G and compose the maps, since the persistent homology diagram commutes. Therefore,
a straightforward application of the O(n3) standard persistence algorithm would yield a O(n5) algorithm.
Using tools from recent work to compute zigzag persistence in matrix multiple time [17] would give a running
time of O(n2(M(l)) + l2 log2 l)), where l is the length of the longest path between any source and sink and
M(l) is the time to multiply two l × l matrices.
Theorem 3.1. If G is a directed acyclic graph whose longest path has length l, then the persistent homology
groups with coefficients from a finite field for all single source-single sink subgraphs of G can be calculated in
O(v2l2) time.
We note that if we remove the assumption that coefficients are from a finite field, our theorem still
accurately counts the number of arithmetic operations, although running times for each operation might
take longer. In 3 dimensions, however, no information is lost when persistent homology is taken with respect
to a finite field [16], so this is not an overly restrictive assumption.
This algorithm is actually a relatively straightforward extension of a standard persistence algorithm over
finite fields [22]. In this paper they initially represent the homology basis as a matrix, but they are able
to eliminate the need for row operations. This results in a simpler data structure, namely an array where
each simplex is annotated and marked appropriately (as basis elements are created and destroyed) during
the course of the algorithm. The running time is equivalent to Gaussian elimination, or O(m3) where m is
the number of simplices in the filtration.
We will rely on their matrix representation (rather than on their improved data structure) for our algo-
rithm. We first fix a single source vertex s, and compute a (directed) tree T which reaches all possible sinks
in G. If our underlying tree is a path, then we can directly apply their algorithm in O(l3) time. In the more
general case where it is not a path, however, we must consider the matrix representation more carefully.
In general, the homology basis at dimension k will be a matrix with each (k + 1)-simplex represented as
a column and each k-simplex represented as a row. While in their algorithm this resulted in a running time
of O(n2) for each operation (due to the Gaussian elimination step), we note that in our algorithm, each such
operation is bounded by O(l2), since the fact that G′ only has a path of length l means that our matrix has
size at most l × l.
We can also store a representation of the current matrix at each branch point in T , which means we will
not need to repeat our calculation starting at the source each time. Since we have at most n edges in T and
adding each edge triggers an O(l2) computation, we take overall O(nl2) time to compute each path from a
single source to all sinks. Repeating this for each source vertex yields the running time in Theorem 3.1. We
do note that all of the matrices involved are sparse, as in [22], so we expect the running time in this setting
to be faster in practice.
We also note that this algorithm can be adapted to multidimensional persistence to give an improvement
over the known polynomial time algorithm [3]:
Proposition 3.2. All of the rank invariants for d-dimension lattice with n nodes can be calculated in
O(n4−1/d) time.
Proof. The improvement in the run-time for lattices is that we do not need to run the tree based algorithm
for every vertex of the graph. Instead we can choose trees with roots at the vertices X(0,v2,...,vd) that include
all of the paths of the form X(0,v2,...,vd) → X(1,v2,...,vd) → · · · → X(m,v2,...,vd). Every pair of vertices that
can be connected in the lattice by a directed path can also be connected in one of these trees. There are
n
d−1
d = n1−1/d such trees, yielding the improved running time.
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4 General Subgraphs with Rational Coefficients
There are exponentially many subgraphs of a graph G, so it is unreasonable to expect to be able to calculate
persistent homology for all subgraphs in an efficient manner. However, in this section we will given an
algorithm calculate HG
′
k (XG) for fixed G′ in O(n4) time.
Our algorithm is based on the Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization procedure [20]. Gram-Schmidt does
not work if F is a finite field, since we do not have an inner product space in finite fields. Instead, we will
work with rational coefficients for our homology groups. If we are working with datasets in R3, then all
homology groups are torsion-free and the ranks of all of the persistent homology groups are the same if we
have rational coefficients or coefficients in a finite field [16]. So there is no information lost when rational
coefficients are used in 3-dimensions. (In the next section we will present a slower algorithm that will allow
calculation with coefficients in a finite field.)
At a high level, our algorithm is simply an inductive one that adds each simplex to the subgraph one
at a time. At each stage, we will maintain the persistent homology for the current subgraph; however, this
requires that we store a matrix representing the boundary, chain, and cycle groups at each vertex so that
we can track changes to the persistent homology group across the entire graph as each edge is added. The
end result is the following:
Theorem 4.1. HG
′
k (XG ;Q) can be found using O(el3) = O(n4) arithmetic operations.
The running time for this algorithm could actually be much worse since we are not working in a finite
field, so there is the potential of an exponential growth in the numbers involved in these calculations. Ideally,
we would work in a finite field to avoid this issue, but as previously noted the Gram-Schmidt process will
not work in finite fields.
Let G0, . . . , Gm be a sequence of subgraphs of G
′ where G0 consists only of the vertices of G′, Gm = G′
and Ga+1 is Ga with a single additional edge. We will calculate the persistent homology of Ga inductively.
For each vertex i of G′, we start with an s × s matrix Mi, where s is the number of k simplices of Xi.
The columns of Mi will be partitioned into three subset: Mi = (Bi | Zi | Ci). The rows of Mi correspond
to the k-simplices of Xi. Initially, the columns in Bi span the boundaries Bk(Xi) and the the cycle space
Zk(Xi) is spanned by the combination of the columns of Zi and Bi. The entries of Ci fill out a basis of Qs.
Let bi, zi and ci be the number of columns in each portion of Mi. These entries can be found by calculating
the homology groups Hk(Xi) in O(M(s)) time [9]. We will abuse notation slightly and use Bi and Zi to
represent both the specified columns of the matrix and the subspace spanned by those columns. Similarly,
we use Zi +Bi to denote the subspace spanned by the union of Zi and Bi.
The first step of the algorithm will be to use Gram-Schmidt to turn Mi into an orthonormal matrix,
which is a matrix with the norm of each column equal to one and the dot product between distinct columns
equal to zero. Let (Mi)c denote the c-th column of Mi. The orthonormalization procedure proceeds as
follows:
1. Replace (Mi)1 with
(Mi)1
||(Mi)1||
2. For j = 2..s, let v = (Mi)j −
∑j−1
l=1 ((Mi)j · (Mi)l) (Mi)l and replace (Mi)j with v||v|| .
This process does not change the span of the first j columns. So the first bi columns still span Bk(Xi), and
the first bi + zi columns span Zk(Xi).
The invariants we will maintain through this inductive algorithm are:
• For every component C of Ga and vertex i ∈ C, HCk (XG) ∼= (Zi +Bi)/Bi.
• For a component C of Ga, the possible maps {gi : HCk (XG)→ Ck(Xi)} that realize persistence for the
graph C are precisely the ones with im(gi) ⊂ Zi+Bi and im(gi)∩Bi = 0 and satisfy the commutativity
assumptions fe ◦ gi = gj for every edge e = (i, j) of C.
• For any edge e = (i, j) of Ga, we have fe(Zi +Bi) = Zj +Bj and f−1e (Bj) = Bj .
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• Mi is orthonormal.
As edges are added to the subgraphs, the groups Zi +Bi will shrink and the group Bi will grow, but these
invariants will be maintained.
Consider adding an edge e connecting vertices i and j, and consider injections that realize persistence at
both vertices and yield a commutative diagram with the following conditions:
V
gi
{{
gj
##
Ck(Xi)
fe // Ck(Xj)
gi(V ) ⊂ Bi + Zi
gi(V ) ∩ Zi = 0
gj(V ) ⊂ Bj + Zj
gj(V ) ∩ Zj = 0
To realize persistence for the components of the graph Ga, the above conditions must be met. Any
realization of persistence for the larger graph, Ga+1, must also satisfy a few additional properties:
1. For the diagram to commute, gj(V ) must be completely contained in the image fe(Zi +Bj) which can
be guaranteed if we replace Zj +Bj with (Zj +Bj) ∩ fe(Zi +Bi).
2. Also, gi(V ) must be contained in f
−1
e (Zj +Bj). To ensure this we will replace Zi+Bi with (Zi+Bi)∩
f−1e (Zj +Bj).
3. If gi(V ) intersects f
−1
e (Bj) non-trivially then the composition gj = fe◦gi intersections Bj non-trivially.
Thus we must ensure that gi(V ) ∩ f−1e (Bj) = 0 so we will replace Bi with Bi ∪ f−1e (Bj).
4. Finally, if gi(V ) ∩ Bi = 0 then gj(V ) ∩ fe(Bi) = 0, so gj(V ) must meet fe(Bi) trivially. So we will
replace Bj with Bj ∪ fe(Bi).
Notice that after these changes fe(Zi + Bi) = Zj + Bj and f
−1
e (Bj) = Bi. However, this property is no
longer guaranteed at all of the other edges. To fix this, we will traverse the graph identifying deficiencies.
At any such edge e = (i, j) we will make the following replacements:
1. Replace Zj +Bj with (Zj +Bj) ∩ fe(Zi +Bi).
2. Replace Bi with Bi ∪ f−1e (Bj).
This process must terminate since any time changes are made either the dimension of some Zi + Bi or Zi
decreases; we bound the exact number of iterations later when discussing the specifics of the algorithm.
The following lemma states that the invariants are satisfied through the process.
Lemma 4.2. The invariants are satisfied for the graph Ga+1 if they are met for Ga.
Proof. Before making changes to the matrices Mi and Mj we have a full characterization of all maps realizing
persistence for the components of Ga. The steps we made to change these two matrices yield the overlap in
the options. This yields the largest group that injects into both. So, after these changes the new matrices Mi
and Mj completely characterize the maps realizing persistence for the components of Ga+1. The propagation
process ensures that any choice of realization at one vertex can be extended to the adjacent vertex. Thus,
after the propagation is complete, the invariants are satisfied at all of the vertices.
To implement the algorithm, we must perform matrix operations on each Mi. Our basic operations
are calculating intersections and the union of subspaces; we also note that unions are the same as doing
intersections of perpendicular subspaces.
As a map on chain complexes, fe is either the identity map (when there is a death of a k-cycle) or its image
has codimension one (when there is a birth of a cycle). In the second case, the coordinate corresponding to
the new simplex is always zero. Because of this, it is natural to think of chains in Ck(Xi) also as chains in
Ck(Xj). Furthermore, chains in Ck(Xj) that are zero in the extra coordinate belong to Ck(Xi). We will
denote the coordinate vector for this extra coordinate by uij . With this perspective, we can summarize our
operations as follows:
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Zj +Bj ⇒ (Zj +Bj) ∩ fe(Zi +Bi)) Add uij and each column of Ci to Cj
and re-orthonormalize
Zi +Bi ⇒ (Zi +Bi) ∩ f−1e (Zj +Bj)) Add each column of Cj projected to u⊥ij
to Ci and re-orthonormalize
Bi ⇒ Bi ∪ f−1e (Bj) Add each column of Bj to Bi and
re-orthonormalize
Bj ⇒ Bj ∪ fe(Bi) Add each column of Bi to Bj and
re-orthonormalize
Notice instead of shrinking Zi + Bi, we perform the equivalent operation of enlarging its perpendicular
subspace (Zi + Bi)
⊥ = Ci. The process of adding a column v to Ci proceeds like a step of Gram-Schmidt.
First, project v to a vector, v¯, that is perpendicular to the rest of Ci. If v¯ is non-zero, it is added to Ci. At
this point Mi is no longer square. However, the vectors in Bi and then Zi can be reduced to be perpendicular
to v¯. At some point, one of these vectors will be zero and can be removed from Mi. Adding a vector to Bi
works in the same manner. Since the matrices involved are at most l× l, this single update can be performed
in O(l2) arithmetic operations.
Each update either increases ci or increases zi, and we will avoid adding the same column twice. So,
at most O(l) updates can occur for each matrix. Each update that occurs for a matrix triggers potential
updates for all of its neighbors. If di is the degree of that vertex then it takes O(dil
3) operations to do all
of the updates to vertex i and perform checks on each neighbor to see if they must be updated. So the total
number of arithmetic operations is
∑
O(dil
3) = O(el3), as claimed in Theorem 4.1.
5 Persistence with Coefficients in a Finite Field
As previously mentioned, the techniques used in Section 4 will not work when the coefficients are from a finite
field. However, our algorithm can be modified to work in more general situations. The basic steps of the
algorithm involve taking unions and intersections of subspaces; the use of Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization
allows these operations to be done efficiently with rational coefficients. However, it is possible to do such
intersections and unions in a finite field at the cost of a slower runtime, yielding the O(n5) algorithm that is
our main result in this section.
Calculating the union of two subspaces is relatively straightforward. Assume that each subspace is
represented by a matrix in row echelon form. The concatentation of the two matrices can be put in row
echelon form using Gaussian elimination in O(m2n) time where the original matrices have m rows and n
columns.
To calculate the intersection two subspaces spanned by the rows of the matricies M and N respectively,
consider solving the following linear system:
(αβ)
(
M
N
)
= 0
The intersection of the two subspaces is spanned by the vectors α1M, . . . , αkM . Putting these vectors in
a matrix and then reducing it to row echelon form yields a representation of the intersection. This can be
done in cubic time in the size of the matrices.
As in the previous section, there are a quadratic number of updates to the subspaces, yielding the
following theorem:
Theorem 5.1. For any finite field F, HG′k (XG ;F) can be found in O(n5) time.
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X0 //
&&
X1 //
''
Xi // Xj // Xn
Y0 //
88
Y1 //
77
Yi // Yj // Yn
Figure 6: Filtration of union of balls corresponding for each of the two subsamples where all arrows indicate
inclusion maps.
6 Applications
6.1 Estimating Persistence Using Multiple Subsamples
The first application is estimating persistence for a point sample using a pair of much smaller subsamples.
Let X0 → X1 → · · · → Xn and Y0 → Y1 → · · · → Yn be filtrations for union of balls of various radii for two
subsamples of a common point set. Moreover, we assume that each of the Xi is contained in some Yj and
vice-versa. This yields a directed graph of the form shown in Figure 6.
In Figure 7, we show a compelling example of the utility of our algorithm. Each subfigure is a persistence
diagram, where each cycle is considered as a pair of birth and death times. The persistence of each cycle is
the difference in these times which is equal to the distance to the diagonal. The space considered is genus
two surface sampled with 5000 points, at which level the persistent features, which are the 4 generators of
homology, are clearly seen as significant. Note that these four points blur together in pairs in the figure and
are difficult to distinguish from each other. In the remaining pictures, we calculate persistent homology for
a simple directed acyclic graph that consists of two different 200 point subsamples including into a larger
400 point sample. We note that individually, each sample’s persistent homology is quite noisy and does not
indicate the 4 generators at all. However, the persistent homology for the directed acyclic graph (shown on
the top right) clearly separates the 4 main generators from the noise, at a far lower level of sampling than is
possible with standard persistent homology. The table shows the persistence values for the four generating
cycles for the surface and the next largest cycle. The values have been renormalized to the length of the
cycle with largest persistence in the original sample.
Additional possible applications of this are numerous. For example, we could use directed acyclic graphs
of various witness complexes and seek improved results using a DAG over a small set of witness complexes;
recent work using zigzag persistence seems relevant in this setting [19]. Also, the example in Section 2.5
demonstrates how homology classes from pieces of a space can be “aligned” similar to the bootstrapping
method of [19].
6.2 Shape comparison
Given filtrations of two overlapping shapes, a natural question is to measure how similar they are. DAG
persistence can provide a method for comparison. Consider the graph in Figure 8; it includes fitrations for
two shapes X and Y as well as their intersection and union. If X and Y are very similar and well aligned
then this would be detected in the annotated barcodes.
This comparison is made by building persistence diagrams for each filtration {Xi} and {Yi} using standard
persistence. A persistence diagram is built for the module over G by first calculating its annotated barcodes.
Each barcode is converted to a point (i, j) in the persistence diagram if i is the smallest index and j is the
largest index of the vertices of the subgraph carrying the barcode. The multiplicity of this point is equal to
the annotation of the barcode.
This comparison was performed on two 1000 point subsamples from the dataset in the previous example
(see Figure 7). The bottleneck distance distance between the persistence diagrams of each of the two samples
and the persistence diagram for the comparison graph were both under 5% of the lifespan of the 4 significant
topology features of the shapes. This demonstrates that the two shapes being compared have nearly identical
topological features except on a very small scale.
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Full (5000 points) First half (200 points) Parallel
Subsample (400 points) Second half (200 points) Persistence values
Top 4 Fifth
Full 80.4–100.0 12.8
Subsample 78.8–88.7 72.1
1st half 72.8–78.9 68.2
2nd half 75.2–78.5 72.1
Parallel 72.8–77.6 37.1
Figure 7: Top left: the persistent homology for a 5000 point sample of a double torus. Bottom left: The
persistent homology for a subsample of 400 points. Middle: The persistent homology for two disjoint
subsamples of the 400 points. Top right: The homology for the directed acyclic graph that includes each
200 point sample into the 400 point sample.
X2 ∪ Y2
OO
X2
33
OO
Y2
ee
OO
X2 ∩ Y2
ee 33
OO
X1 ∪ Y1
OO
X1
33
OO
Y1
ee
OO
X1 ∩ Y1
ee 33
OO
X0 ∪ Y0
OO
X0
33
OO
Y0
ee
OO
X0 ∩ Y0
ee 33
OO
Figure 8: Underlying graph for the comparison of two filtrations.
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7 Future Work
A practical algorithm for decomposition the persistence module into indecomposibles would be useful in
finding an annotated barcode representation of the persistence module. Such an algorithm could generalize
the right filtrations used in [2, 17].
Recent work has focused on developing parallel frameworks for persistence [1]. A second practical appli-
cation of our formulation would be using the type of splitting shown is Section 2.5 as a basis for a divide
and conquer algorithm that allows parallel computation of standard persistence. For example, in Figure 5,
we can calculate the persistence of the entire space by combining the computation for the subspaces X,Y,
and Z, which can be done in parallel.
There is the potential to improve our algorithm for all single source-single sink subgraphs using tools from
recent work that computes zigzag homology in matrix multiply time [17]. Consider a directed tree T in the
DAG for a single sink s; this tree is composed of paths which are zigzag homology complexes, so we can use
the recent zigzag algorithm for each path. If this tree has common subpaths from previous calls to the zigzag
algorithm, we could potentially speed up our algorithm by using this information. On the other hand, if the
tree has no such common subpaths, then intuitively we should be able to balance the fact that the disjoint
paths sum to n (so that we either have many very short paths or the tree is a single path). Balancing this
recursion based on their analysis, however, give no better running time than the naive O(n2M(l)) algorithm
we briefly outlined in Section 3, since the time to combine the information from a previous call with the new
recursive call will take longer than the call itself. A better algorithm that uses this information successfully
is an interesting direction to consider.
Another potential for algorithm improvement follows for our flow characterization in Section 2.1. It is
unclear how to adapt standard flow algorithm to the computation of this group P ; nonetheless, the picture
is quite compelling, and the literature on maximum flow computations has many algorithms and techniques.
It will be interesting to examine this connection more carefully to see if max flow techniques could provide
additional insight or improvements.
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